My dear Spencer,

Rigby, Booth-Cremer & Co., asks if I could supply him with half a dozen photos of Ceremonies re A. C. B. a Sketch for reproduction on postcards. He has the sole right of producing cards by the Collotype process (see sampler posted to Buchan, Chappis) & it is anxious to include a small violet series. He is prepared to purchase right of reproducing the prints for special purposes & asks me to state terms. What do you think? I hardly like the idea, but if he is prepared to pay a substantial figure it might be worth considering.

Your note to hand tomorrow.
To hear they have made you President of the Profonoma Board. It is distinctly an honour. I feel that I may some of the reflected glory. They paid this proud of the Profonoma Board, has a fine balance of power. The enemy has declared his intention, but the official creed hangs to me. I say our ship will nonsense so much so that I am going to see the Doctor morning. Our case is nearly dead.

They have had Carter under the "High Frequency Rays" but so far no improvement in symptoms. He says "You lie down on a lounge & catch hold of two handles at full strength, but if anyone touches you anywhere sparks fly from you & you feel a slight burning sensation. If you touched any kind of bronze, a spark instantly follows. If you touched my hand at all, sparks would have come out."

Dear [Name],
To illustrate the making paper, or showing that he feels
not the effect. Kemps aren't continually very strong
ways, feel very thoughtful, can't help it. Menon be
not good. Smile no good. Reading simply improving. Clear
out again tomorrow selling too red. Brain next week
He says Tomples Tom has extended for a ride.
The castle only managed £5.15s he repaid over for
the poor old chap means no doubt later time. He
can't ride can remain the first letter time. He
wasn't little can remain the first letter time. He
qualifying to know but he employed himself for at
continually dies. I am thinking it's going on Ode
to Vanity, and I'm reading it for Vanity.
The Rev. William Enquiry about in Dundee
a formularia but changes form putting down
a paper containing full particulars, which send
along anything I meant elsewhere. Symbol does I
think as his level was to deny in Stirling others his
person in a similar great fellow. Maybe there don't feel
meant if I am. Hoping that they will keep strictly to
the changes, anyone, anyone.

Don't want to hear any more nothing renewal
belonged to me, while you are so many different lives
that you have no rights for I cannot say you need please
then when you have to refreshen. Doopper Spencer
on how many and 1.

No line from Guye presently he
has forgotten all about Tompkin's. Smith
held him up tomorrow own at the end
of thing Conquered to be done. You give him a
good love letter if you have time.